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Rosenbauer’s One Logic Control System (One LCS) offers a uniform user interface available on all Rosenbauer vehicles. A system developed to 
easily access vehicle specific procedures such as scene lights and safety alarms, allowing the operator to focus on the emergency instead of 
their equipment. One LCS allows opperators to control multiple apparatus functions at different locations on the vehicle with an intuitive, easy 
to use design.

Consistent look and feel of controls provides familiar interface 
between different vehicles.

Customizable interface, keypads and displays can be located per 
customer preference.

Improved servicablity and maintenence on trucks and fleets. 

Color coded, and backlit controls for improved low light 
visibility and safety.



ONE LCS FEATURES & configurations
SEAMLESS
The One LCS control panels seamlessly integrate into any pump panel.
Control points can be placed anywhere on the apparatus needing electric 
control.

DURABLE
Each control panel is water tight and made of the most weather resistant
materials on the market, enabling users to customize control points 
anywhere on the apparatus.

CUSTOMIZE
No two apparatus are the same, and no two fire departments are the same. One 
LCS enables customers to configure panels unique to them, controlling warning 
lights, scene lights, pump engagement, pressure governor, chassis functions, 
camera systems, generator control, vehicle fault logs, and many more actions.

VERSITILE
Unified LCD screens can be placed in the cab, on the pump panel, or on the 
rear of the apparatus, enabling full vehicle controls anywhere the firefighter 
operates.

2, 5, and 15 push button panels may be placed on the apparatus where needed
for direct funtion when a LCD screen is not needed. Push button functions and 
layouts can be tailored to the customer’s needs at each button panel.

Additional control devices are available, including adjustable dials to control 
pressure or voltage, and a mobile remote to control the apparatus at a distance.
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TRUSTWORTHY & PROVEN 
Fire apparatus controls developed by a fire apparatus manufacturer.
  
Other electronic apparatus control options come from companies that do not
build full fire apparatus. Rosenbauer One LCS is a single source system built on 
our knowlege, firefighter guidance, and history of numerous custom apparatus builds. 

Rosenbauer’s One LCS integrates consistently with various components from all 
major third party vendors.  


